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Abstract Understanding the underpinnings of social

responsiveness and theory of mind (ToM) will enhance our

knowledge of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). We hypoth-

esize that higher-order relational reasoning (higher-order RR:

reasoning necessitating integration of relationships among

multiple variables) is necessary but not sufficient forToM, and

that social responsiveness varies independently of higher-

order RR. A pilot experiment tested these hypotheses in

n = 17 children, 3–14, with and without ASD. No child

failing 2nd-order RR passed a false belief ToM test. Contrary

to prediction, Social Responsiveness Scale scores did corre-

late with 2nd-order RR performance, likely due to sample

characteristics. It is feasible to translate this comparative

cognition-inspired line of inquiry for full-scale studies of

ToM, higher-order RR, and social responsiveness in ASD.

Keywords Theory of mind � Relational reasoning �
Analogical reasoning � Social responsiveness � Autism �
Cognition

Introduction

This brief report about a small feasibility study demon-

strates that we can translate a central idea in comparative

social cognition for hypothesis-testing research in autism

with high potential basic science and clinical impact.

Social reciprocity—termed ‘‘social responsiveness’’ for the

remainder of this paper—has been defined as ‘‘the extent to

which a child engages in emotionally appropriate turn-

taking social interaction with others’’ (Constantino and

Todd 2000). Humans and chimpanzees are extremely

social animals, and social responsiveness may be shared

across these species (Marrus et al. 2011). Theory of mind

(ToM) (Premack and Woodruff 1978) is a social cognitive

ability that encompasses the attribution of psychological

states to self and others. There is strong evidence that

humans over the age of 4 can use ToM to make causal

inferences about social behavior (Wellman et al. 2001).

Understanding why humans alone (Penn and Povinelli

2007) possess these unique social cognitive abilities is one

of the fundamental, unanswered questions of cognitive

psychology and neuroscience. And, a comparative per-

spective allows us to ask whether characteristic social

deficits in autism arise from atypical development of brain

systems that we share with other primates, systems that are

unique to humans, and/or the interfaces between such

systems. Most believe that uniquely human social abilities1

are a result of language and/or highly specialized cognitive

mechanisms (e.g., Premack 2004). Our hypothesis, on the
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contrary, is that human ToM is the result of a multi-layered

interaction between a vast array of 1st-order social-cogni-

tive mechanisms we share with other vertebrates, and

higher-order relational reasoning abilities that are uniquely

human (see Fig. 1).

Relational reasoning (RR) is the ability to solve novel

problems involving the relationship between variables. The

most basic (1st-order) form of RR involves reasoning about

a single, perceptual relationship: whether one object is

larger than another or whether one conspecific is dominant

to another. Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM) (Raven

1958), a quintessential test of fluid intelligence, measures a

human subject’s ability to solve RR problems involving

visual-spatial, logical, and geometric relationships (see

Fig. 2); the order of the RR or RPM-like problem is

defined by the number of variables that change. Research

has shown that nearly every animal, from honeybees to

apes, is capable of solving first-order RR problems

involving simple perceptual relationships. 2nd-order, or

two variable, RR problems involve the relationship

between relationships: understanding that {‘dog’ is to ‘dog

house’} is analogous to {‘bird’ is to ‘bird nest’} requires

the ability to reason about the relationship between rela-

tionships. One must reason about relationships between

relationships to solve a 2nd-order (two variable) RR

problem because to do so necessitates recognizing the

simultaneous ways that levels of the two variables are

changing: e.g., object shape and color; type of animal and

home. In a 3rd-order RR problem three variables change

levels; and an example 0th-order RR problem would

require selecting the texture or color that completes a

uniform picture with a hole cut in it—zero (objects) vari-

ables change. The RPM-like problem in Fig. 2 (from Keith

Holyoak) taxes a level of fluid intelligence (2nd-order RR)

that we predict is necessary for ToM. To select the missing

puzzle piece from the options below, one must integrate

simultaneous changes in the relationships between levels of

two variables (this is higher-order RR because changes

occur in more than one variable): e.g., one must reason that

both object shading (variable 1) and orientation (variable 2)

change levels across and down the display. One classic

ToM problem involves testing whether children can attri-

bute false beliefs to others (Wimmer and Perner 1983). In

the Wimmer and Perner false belief ToM task, the test is

whether Child A thinks that Child B believes a cookie is

still in a jar, when someone moved it to the cupboard while

Child B was not looking. Prior to solution of the cookie

transfer problem via attribution of hidden variables (mental

states), Child A might represent it as a higher-order prob-

lem involving observable variables: predicted behavior of

Child B (explore: jar/cupboard) is a function of Child B’s

observed proximity to the cookie at time of switch (vari-

able 1 = near/far) and the cookie’s location (variable

2 = same/moved). A non-ToM-based solution could be

derived via computation of spatial contingencies of the two

levels of the two variables: Child B would look in the jar if

she was (variable 1=) not in the room when (variable 2=)

switch occurred. Around age 4–5, Child A might then

begin to accurately predict Child B’s behavior by inducing

a rule involving the unobservable variable ‘belief’ after

exposure to many different, specific instances of problems

described by two observable variables (e.g., proximity to

switch, location of cookie). By integrating the patterns of

change across these two observable variables (higher-order

RR) and arriving at a general solution, Child A may now

represent the problem as: predicted behavior of Child B

(look in wrong place) is a function of Child B’s false belief.

The use of a hidden variable (B’s belief is not directly

observable) reduces the dimensionality of the problem and

is thus an extremely useful heuristic.

To explain further, reasoning about another subject’s

mental states often involves reasoning about the relation-

ship between that subject’s internal beliefs and desires and

events and objects in the external world. One cannot see

these internal beliefs and desires nor can one see the

relationship between these mental states and the events and

objects in the world. Instead, these relationships must be

inferred by observation of observable stimuli such as where

the subject is looking, how the subject has behaved in the

past, and the set of objects present in the world. Thus, in

order to reason about another subject’s internal mental

states one must be capable of reasoning about the rela-

tionship between perceptual relationships and mental

relationships. Furthermore, having a ‘‘theory’’ about how

minds work (which all typical humans do, at least in a

‘‘folk’’, or commonsense fashion), requires the ability, in

addition, to reason about the relationship between these

unobservable mental relationships and hypothesized gen-

eral principles of folk psychology. In other words, one

must additionally posit that an induced unobservable

mental state will cause another to behave in certain ways.

In short, ToM arguably involves quite complex forms of

higher-order RR. Yet, all typical members of our species

are capable of this cognitive feat after the age of 4

(Wellman et al. 2001).

Deficits in either ToM or RR [an essential component of

fluid intelligence: see (Blair 2006)] may lead to abnormal

social behavior. For example, children with autism may

have normal or even superior RR (Dawson et al. 2007;

Hayashi et al. 2008), but these same children may have

severely impaired social responsiveness and, as a group,

may perform poorly on experimental tests of ToM (e.g.,

Baron-Cohen et al. 1985; Colle et al. 2007; and for review

see: Boucher 2012). This dissociation shows that ToM in

humans is not solely dependent on higher-order RR. On the

other hand, children with Down syndrome may exhibit
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quasi-normal social behavior but fail to pass tests of ToM

because of their intellectual disability (Zelazo et al. 1996).

This pattern suggests that higher-order RR may be a nec-

essary, but not sufficient, condition for normal ToM in

humans. Penn, Holyoak, and Povinelli recently presented

this theoretical position in detail in (Penn et al. 2008).

Typical humans are capable of solving 2nd-order RR

problems by approximately age 5, which is also (perhaps

not coincidentally) the approximate age of false belief ToM

consolidation in typical children. The correlation between

age of consolidation for false belief ToM and 2nd-order RR

has never been directly tested. We propose that the rela-

tionship between 2nd-order RR and ToM is not just a

correlation, but that 2nd-order RR is a necessary, but not

sufficient, cognitive pre-requisite for ToM, and indepen-

dent of social responsiveness. We are encouraged by recent

work in autism that suggests a potential dependency of

ToM on other domain-general cognitive abilities (Pellicano

2007, 2010; Zelazo et al. 2002) and work in subjects with

Down syndrome showing degrees to which these functions

may be separable from social adaptive functioning (Molloy

Fig. 1 Proposed relationships between basic and social perceptual-motor, executive processes, relational reasoning systems, ToM, and social

behaviors

Fig. 2 A higher-order RPM-like problem
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et al. 2009). However, we are not aware that anyone has

explicitly tested the necessity of higher-order RR for ToM

and the independence of social responsiveness from RR

and ToM. If higher-order RR proves necessary for ToM,

then future research can address a potentially central

question in ASD, namely why higher-order RR is not

sufficient for ToM in ASD.

Methods

Subjects

This feasibility test involved study of a heterogeneous

group (n = 17 total) of children with (n = 6; 5 male;

mean ± S.D. age = 12.1 ± 1.6 years) and without

(n = 11; 2 male; age = 9.0 ± 3.2) autism spectrum dis-

order (ASD) to test a range of RR and ToM abilities and

SRS scores. Three more children with ASD were tested.

We excluded one of these three subjects (a boy) from the

analyses because he reported looking at the RR problem

answer key. Two more (one boy and one girl) were

excluded for reasons described below. Recruitment and the

experiment were performed according to an IRB approved

protocol. Participants were recruited from existing studies

and the local community. Pre-screening involved a brief

medical/medication history, pedigree and demographics.

The ratio of males to females will be balanced in the

future, full-scale study, where effects of sex may also be

explored in a larger sample.

Assessments

Non-ASD participants had no clinical diagnosis of ASD;

each participant with ASD had a community MD or PhD

DSM-IV-TR clinical diagnosis of an ASD and tested positive

on the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS:

Lord et al. 2000) and/or Autism Diagnostic Interview

Revised (ADI-R: Lord et al. 1994). Subjects were assessed

with the age-appropriate version of the Social Responsive-

ness Scale [SRS: (Constantino and Gruber 2005)].

General Procedures

We constructed a ToM and RR battery that would engage

typical children as young as 3.5 years old, while chal-

lenging bright, older children (total time B 20 min).

‘‘Passing’’ a false belief (or ToM control problem) meant

getting 2/2 such problems correct. The child viewed each

RR problem, selected his/her answer (laminated answer

cut-outs were affixed with VELCRO� in pseudorandom

positioning on a separate sheet), and stuck it with VEL-

CRO� in the empty box. After the experiment, we

debriefed the children about the strategies they used for the

false belief ToM problem and one pre-specified 2nd-order

RR problem.

Stimuli

The ToM problems employed a five location (opaque con-

tainers with lids) variant of the classic false belief task with

six conditions (designed by Derek Penn): (1) Static Control

(child must select the container where s/he saw the experi-

menter place the object, which was a small toy star—a very

basic control condition); (2) informed static position control

(child must select the container where the doll saw the

experimenter place the object—additionally tests if the child

can extrapolate to the doll); (3) informed position change

control (object is placed in view of the doll; the doll’s vision

is not blocked, and the object is switched to another con-

tainer; child must indicate where the doll will now look—

importantly, we hypothesize that this condition does not

require higher-order RR because it does not test ToM); (4)

false belief (object is placed in view of doll; doll’s vision is

blocked, and the object is switched to another container;

child must indicate where the doll will now look—tests ToM

and requires higher-order RR); (5) completely uninformed

control (doll never sees the object being put in container—

another basic control); and (6) Removed (same as condi-

tion 4, except the object is removed from the experimental

field of view instead of being switched to another container).

Two instances of each problem were presented in pseudo-

random order (one block of the 6 conditions using a Buzz

Lightyear toy as the doll, the other usingMr. Potato Head). A

12 problem RR set was constructed that contained problems

varying in order [as defined in the Introduction and in (Crone

et al. 2009; Kroger et al. 2002)] from 0 to 4, number of

elements (4 or 9), and the number of rules and tokens of each

rule, as described in theCarpenter et al. taxonomyofRaven’s

Advanced Progressive Matrices (Carpenter et al. 1990). Per

this taxonomy, we define each RR problem to contain a

number of items, or elements, relating to one another through

some operation or rule (e.g., additive progression, stretch-

ing), where each rule can occur one or more times, each

instance identified as a token. Figure 3 shows a 3rd-order, 2

rule, 2 token, 4 element problem with the indicated answer.

These 12 RR problems were presented to each child in

pseudorandom sequence in blocks of 6 problems. The chil-

dren alternated ToM and RR problem blocks, with the

sequence, RRorToMfirst, counter-balanced across subjects.

Analyses

The children’s performances (passing versus failing,

defined as above) for the ToM problems were compared

against the number of each order of RR problem solved.
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We also explored ToM and RR performance in relationship

to age, diagnosis, and SRS. Non-parametric statistical tests

were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 22

(International Business Machines Corp.). We predict the

following: (1) children will pass 1st-order relational rea-

soning at a younger age than 2nd-order relational reason-

ing, (2) more children with ASD will fail False Belief, (3)

higher-order relational reasoning will not prove necessary

for passing Informed Position Change, and crucially, (4)

there will be a strong relation between passing 2nd-order

RR and passing False Belief.2

Results

No child under 7 passed False Belief (doll’s vision is blocked;

does require 2nd-order RR), and all children with ASD failed.

Figure 4, top, left and right panels show the relationships

between age and the number of 0th- and 1st-order RR prob-

lems solved, respectively (red dots for children with ASD,

blue circles for non-ASD children). The bottom two panels in

this figure show the relationships between age and the number

of 2nd- and 3rd-order RR problems solved, respectively. The

jump in 2nd-order RR success rate between ages 5 and 8 for

the non-ASD children is grossly consistent with reported

findings (Crone et al. 2009; Richland et al. 2006). Figure 4’s

depiction of age-related change in relational reasoning ability

was confirmed with a Friedman test across the children’s

percent correct for each order (0th, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd) of RR

problem attempted [v2(3) = 22.623, p = 0.000]. A Wilco-

xon signed-rank test showed that the difference between 2nd-

and 1st-order RR showed a trend towards significance with

this small pilot sample (Z = -1.513, p = 0.13). Figure 5,

top, left panel illustrates that it was possible for some children

who got most of the 2nd-order problems wrong to pass

Informed Position Change, supporting the notion that higher-

order RR is not necessary for reasoning about the puppet’s

behavior with respect to changes in object location when the

correct answer requires no mentalistic (false belief) attribu-

tion. Importantly, Fig. 5, top, right panel illustrates that

regardless of age and diagnosis, only children who correctly

solved a majority of 2nd-order RR problems passed False

Belief. Somedidwell on 2nd-order RRbut failed FalseBelief,

but no child who systematically failed 2nd-order RR passed

False Belief. These relationships were confirmed with bino-

mial tests of the probability of obtaining the observed (or

fewer) number of children passing Informed Position Change

or False Belief. Of the 6 children who failed the majority of

2nd-order RR problems (\3 problems correct), 2 passed

InformedChange [exact binomial p = 0.344], supporting our

hypothesis that 2nd-order RR is not necessary for Informed

Position Change success. Of the 6 children who failed the

majority of 2nd-order RR problems, 0 passed False Belief

[exact binomial p = 0.016], supporting our hypothesis that

2nd-order RR is necessary for False Belief success.

All of the reported 17 subjects appeared to readily under-

stand the ToM and RR problem instructions and executed the

mechanics of the tasks from the first trial forward. We

excluded 2 children for protocol-related reasons. Their data is

available upon request. The non-ASD participant mean ±

S.E.M. SRS score was 10 ± 2; ASD mean was 96 ± 18;

these means were significantly different [t(5.0913) = 4.837;

p = 0.005]. Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) scores did

correlate with 2nd-order RR performance (r = -0.505,

p = 0.039). The bottom, right panel, however, shows the

relationship between False Belief problem success and SRS;

the mean SRS score for children passing False Belief was

12 ± 2; that for children failing False Belief was 49 ± 15.

These means were different [t(12.553) = 2.492; p = 0.028].

Restricting to the non-ASD children, only, the mean SRS

score for children passing False Belief was 12 ± 2; that for

children failing false belief was 9 ± 2. These means were not

different [t(9) = -0.814; p = 0.437]. Potential patterns with

respect to the number of matrix elements, rules, or tokens of

each rule and False Belief success will be explored in the

planned large-scale follow-up study.

Discussion

Our results from this study are encouraging, despite the

small sample size and obvious limitations. Importantly,

Fig. 3 One of the more challenging RR problems in the set

2 Our prediction that no child failing higher-order relational reason-

ing could pass False Belief was tested by assessing the exact binomial

probability of n children failing higher-order relational reasoning but

passing False Belief. 3 Adjustment for unequal variances.
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this pilot experiment demonstrates feasibility for future

full-scale studies of the relationships between high-order

RR, ToM, and social responsiveness, including addi-

tional tests of interdependency with joint attention-

related behaviors and aspects of language, in children

with and without ASD. We have hypothesized, in a

diagnosis-, age-, and species-independent manner, that

higher-order RR is necessary but not sufficient for ToM,

and that social responsiveness will be largely indepen-

dent of ToM and higher-order RR. The results of this

pilot experiment are consistent with our central

hypothesis: higher-order RR may be necessary for ToM.

Though contrary to our other hypothesis, the observed

relationship between SRS and 2nd-order RR should be

interpreted in consideration of the observed pattern of

false belief and RR performance across diagnostic

groups at this small sample size. We did not match

groups on IQ for this pilot study. The full-scale study

would employ different forms of IQ matching (crystal-

lized, fluid), better decoupling diagnosis (subjects with

ASD having high SRS scores) from RR performance to

allow a more balanced assessment of potential rela-

tionships between SRS and RR ability. Adding subjects

with sub-clinical ASD symptoms would provide a more

continuous range of SRS scores.

Theoretical Context

This experiment tests hypotheses put forth in a recent

theoretical paper (Penn et al. 2008); and see (Povinelli

2012) for experiments in chimpanzees and humans

involving related tests of causal reasoning about object

weight. Studying the necessity of higher-order RR for ToM

is by no means a simple attempt to refine existing executive

functioning accounts of ToM (Andrewset al. 2003; Bloom

and German 2000; Grant et al. 2004; Perner and Leekam

2008; Scott et al. 1999; Zelazo et al. 1996). We agree that

normal executive functioning is necessary for ToM, but we

also specifically seek to understand whether higher-order

RR is necessary (but not sufficient), in addition, for ToM.

An individual with normal executive functioning (e.g.,

working memory and inhibitory control) might fail ToM

tasks if some other system necessary for higher-order

relational representations and/or first-order social-percep-

tual representations (e.g., related to gaze following) is

dysfunctional.

Future Directions and Implications for Basic Science

A full-scale study might similarly employ a modified version

of a classic false belief ToM paradigm and pictorial relational

Fig. 4 Panels depict subject

age versus the number of each

order of RR problem correctly

solved. Please see text for

details
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reasoning problems and also include measures of social

behavior, joint attention (JA; which we additionally hypoth-

esize may explain why higher-order RR is not sufficient for

ToMinautism), general intelligence, receptive and expressive

language, and basic executive functioning (e.g., controlled

measures of memory, attention, planning, and inhibition) to

relate to patterns of ToM and RR performance in a sample of

children that is heterogeneous with respect to ToM and rela-

tional reasoning abilities and general social competency.

Including subjects with intellectual disability would dissoci-

ate chronological age from RR and ToM, important, as our

hypothesis is age-independent. By including subjects with

intellectual disability, a future experiment could show whe-

ther some un-measuredmaturational variable accounts for the

presumed RR-ToM relationship. E.g., a 10-year-old with

Down syndrome (and excellent social responsiveness/no

ASD) might fail ToM problem solution because of delayed

acquisition of 2nd-order RR.Yet, a 10-year-oldwithASD and

superior fluid intelligencemight fail ToM for other (yet-to-be-

determined) reasons. If our hypotheses hold in larger studies,

subsequent experiments could include more encompassing

tests. Analyses might involve path models including combi-

nations of the above variables. Our hypothesis is age-inde-

pendent and applies to any ToM task that unequivocally

requires the attribution of unobservable causal variables.

Future research might demonstrate sensitivity to higher-order

relational structure in toddlers. For example, one might test

infants using artificial grammar-like paradigms (to assess

infant sensitively to relational structures varying in order) and

purportedmental state attribution tasks. Future developmental

and cross-species functional neuroimaging studies (e.g., see

Vincent et al. 2007) could probe for human-unique (support-

ing higher-order RR and ToM) and evolutionarily conserved

(supporting social responsiveness) brain systems that account

for similarities and differences in social cognitive abilities

across species and across human development.

Clinical Relevance: Intervention

There is evidence that broad training in executive func-

tioning in autism can improve ToM performance (Fisher

and Happe 2005). Holyoak et al. have described how

Fig. 5 Top panels show the

number of 2nd-order RR

problems correctly solved for

children who pass/fail Informed

Position Change (left) and False

Belief (right). The bottom panel

shows SRS scores for children

who pass/fail False Belief.

Please see text for details
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specific supports to RR can benefit achievement in math

(Richland et al. 2007), and others have demonstrated that

RR ability, itself, is sensitive to culturally-based differ-

ences in teaching (Richland et al. 2010) and improves with

practice (Mackey et al. 2011). Deficits in joint attention are

characteristic in autism [for review, see: (Bruinsma et al.

2004)], and several recent studies have demonstrated the

benefit of JA-based interventions for children with autism

(e.g., Kasari et al. 2010, 2012). If our ideas are correct,

future interventions targeting both RR (to provide the

cognitive substrate for ToM) and JA might enhance out-

comes in autism beyond those seen with existing

interventions.

Clinical Relevance: Early Risk Assessment

Enhancing our understanding of the cognitive architecture

of general and social intelligence and social responsiveness

will better enable future imaging studies to assess risk of

subsequent autistic social deficits in young children with

global cognitive delays. These envisioned advances could

be profoundly important for infants diagnosed with Down

syndrome, Fragile X, and other intellectual disability dis-

orders that have significant rates of co-morbid autism.

Conclusion

Our objective is to understand more about the cognitive

architecture that supports social functioning and its neural

instantiation. We believe that this endeavor is of funda-

mental importance to our understanding of human devel-

opmental psychology and the relationship between human

and nonhuman cognition, and it may provide novel insights

into autism, which could lead to new assessments and

treatments.
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